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It is with deep sadness that we record the loss of a giant ical Engineers in the 1960s, have become essential refer-

in our field, a founding member of our Society, and an
inspiring and gifted teacher of ours, Dr. Alan Richard
Reece. He passed away on the 31st of December, 2012 at
the age of 85.

He was instrumental in the founding of the Interna-
tional Society for Terrain-Vehicle Systems (ISTVS), and
was its first President from 1966 to 1969. He was also the
founding Editor of the Journal of Terramechanics from
1964 to 1972. To commemorate his outstanding contribu-
tions, as well as those of Dr. M.G. Bekker and Professor
N.W. Radforth, to our Society and to our field, the ISTVS
Bekker–Reece–Radforth Award was inaugurated in 2002
and is presented to a recipient at the International Conference
of the ISTVS held every 3 years.

Dr. Reece was a gifted educator, innovative researcher,
prolific inventor, pioneering entrepreneur, and generous
philanthropist.

He graduated in Mechanical Engineering at King’s
College, Durham University (now Newcastle University),
England, in 1947 and later obtained an MSc in Agricultural
Engineering. After a period in industry with Ford and
International Harvester, he returned to the academia with
an appointment as Lecturer in Agriculture Engineering at
Newcastle in 1956. He taught at the University for
28 years, obtaining his PhD and attaining the rank of
Reader. In the early 1960s, through arrangements by
Dr. Bekker, he spent a year conducting research at the
Land Locomotion Laboratory, U.S. Army Tank Automo-
tive Center, Warren, Michigan, U.S.A.

We had the good fortune of being his PhD students in
the late 1960s. His enthusiasm for exploring new frontiers
of knowledge, his sharp and creative mind, and his
inspirational qualities had made a striking impression on
us that is to last a lifetime. His clear vision of engineering
research for innovation and for solving real world
engineering problems has inspired us throughout our
professional career.

His innovative research in Terramechanics and his
classic treatises, Principles of Soil-Vehicle Mechanics and
The Fundamental Equation of Earth-Moving Mechanics,
published in the Proceedings of the Institution of Mechan-
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ences for generations of researchers in the field.
In 1972, Dr. Reece was invited to deliver a public lecture

in a series on “Overland Transportation Technology and
Environment” at Carleton University, Ottawa, Canada, or-
ganized by J.Y. Wong. The other lecturers for the series
were Dr. Bekker and Professor Radforth. Their presenta-
tions were subsequently published in a special issue of the
Journal of Terramechanics, Vol. 11, No. 2, 1974. In the
summer of 1978, he was invited as a special lecturer, with
Dr. Bekker as the other, of a professional development
program on vehicle mobility, organized by J.Y. Wong, at
Carleton University.

In 1984, Dr. Reece left the University to focus on the busi-
ness of Soil Machine Dynamics Ltd. (SMD), which he
founded in 1971. It specializes in the development, design
and manufacture of equipment for burying oil and gas pipe-
lines, as well as telecommunications cables in the seabed. For
its highly innovative products, SMD was awarded the 1994
Royal Academy of Engineering MacRobert Award, which
is the premier award for innovation in engineering in the
United Kingdom. It was named the Subsea UK Company
of the year 2011, awarded the Queen’s Award for Innovation
in 2011, and presented with the Queen’s Award for Enterprise
(International Trade) in 2012.

Since 1988, Dr. Reece had become the owner and director
of Pearson Engineering Ltd., a company specializing in the
development, design and manufacture of defence equipment,
including devices for the safe removal of land mines. In 2012,
Pearson was honoured with the Queen’s Award for Innova-
tion for the Self Protection Adaptive Roller, which has saved
hundreds of lives from Improvised Explosive Devices (IED)
in Iraq and Afghanistan. Dr. Reece was ranked No. 5 of
Britain’s Top 10 Entrepreneurs in 2011.

In June 2001, he organized a “re-union” in Newcastle
upon Tyne of his former associates in business, research,
and academia. Approximately 20 persons were present,
including Peter Payne, Donald Firth, Walter Soehne, Hel-
mut Schwanghart, Peter Cowell, Peter Uloth, Danny Boy-
ce, Ken Pollock, William Harrison, Zhidan Wang, Daniel
Hettiaratchi, and J.Y. Wong. A tour of the facilities and
products of his companies was organized during the event.
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Dr. Bekker (centre), Dr. Reece (left), and Professor Wong at a professional development program on vehicle mobility, Carleton University, 
Ottawa, Canada, July 1978.
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The participants could not help but be impressed by the
sheer scale of and the sophistication of the technologies
embedded in their products, including the remotely oper-
ated vehicle (ROV) for guiding and monitoring the opera-
tion of subsea equipment. One of their ROVs was involved
in the plugging of the BP Deepwater Horizon well in the
Gulf of Mexico.

In 2007, he established the Reece Foundation with the
goal of “advancing the teaching of engineering, maths
and physics at various institutions in the UK and other
charitable activities”. The Foundation donated a large
sum to the Institute for Manufacturing at Cambridge Uni-
versity, England. The Alan Reece Building of 4400 m2, the
new home of the Institute, was opened by His Royal High-
ness Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, on the 29th of
November, 2009. In the London Sunday Times’ Rich List
(2012), he was placed 11th in the list of Charitable Donors,
giving more than £20 million.

For his outstanding achievements, Dr. Reece was pre-
sented with the degree of Doctor of Science honoris cau-
sa by Newcastle University in 2006, and by the
University of Warwick in 2012. For the award of the
honorary degree to him at the congregation at Newcas-
tle, Professor Paul Younger cited that: “As we begin to
pursue the Science City vision, there can be no more
appropriate time for this University to honour the life-
long achievements of one of its most successful alumni
and former staff members. If you had the power of
canonisation, Mr. Chancellor, I would be asking you
to make Dr. Alan Reece the patron saint of Science
City. Failing that, I urge you to award him the Degree
of Doctor of Science honoris causa.” In the presentation
of the honorary degree to him at the University of
Warwick, Professor Lord Kumar Bhattacharyya paid
tribute to him by citing that: “It gives me great pleasure
to introduce a most remarkable man, Dr. Alan Reece.
In a lifetime of innovation, he has created world-leading
British companies exploiting his pioneering technology,
consistently advocated the importance of manufacturing
and made a major personal contribution to engineering
education.”



Reunion of Dr. Reece’s former associates at Newcastle upon Tyne, June 2001.
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Dr. Reece’s extraordinary contributions to our field, his
ground-breaking achievements in innovation, and above
all his vision for engineering and engineering education will
be long remembered by all those who had worked with him
or known him and by generations.
Jo Yung Wong
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Daniel R.P. Hettiaratchi
Newcastle upon Tyne, England, United Kingdom
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